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ABSTRACT
We present a blind search for doublet intergalactic metal absorption with a method
dubbed ‘agnostic stacking’. Using a forward-modelling framework we combine this
with direct detections in the literature to measure the overall metal population. We
apply this novel approach to the search for Neviii absorption in a set of 26 high-quality
COS spectra. We probe to an unprecedented low limit of log N>12.3 at 0.47≤ z ≤1.34
over a pathlength ∆z = 7.36. This method selects apparent absorption without requir-
ing knowledge of its source. Stacking this mixed population dilutes doublet features
in composite spectra in a deterministic manner, allowing us to measure the propor-
tion corresponding to Neviii absorption. We stack potential Neviii absorption in two
regimes: absorption too weak to be significant in direct line studies (12.3 < log N
< 13.7), and strong absorbers (log N > 13.7). We do not detect Neviii absorption
in either regime. Combining our measurements with direct detections, we find that
the Neviii population is reproduced with a power law column density distribution
function with slope β = −1.86+0.18
−0.26 and normalisation log f13.7 = −13.99
+0.20
−0.23, leading
to an incidence rate of strong Neviii absorbers dn/dz = 1.38+0.97
−0.82. We infer a cosmic
mass density for Neviii gas with 12.3 < log N < 15.0 of ΩNeviii = 2.2
+1.6
−
1.2 × 10
−8, a
value significantly lower that than predicted by recent simulations. We translate this
density into an estimate of the baryon density Ωb ≈ 1.8×10
−3, constituting 4% of the
total baryonic mass.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxies do not exist in a vacuum. They are embedded in a
complex, large-scale structure of gas and dark matter, often
called the ‘cosmic web’. Not only during their formation, but
throughout their whole lifetime they exchange mass, energy,
momentum, angular momentum, and entropy with their sur-
roundings in the form of in- and outflows as well as radiative
processes and gravitational interaction. Thus, determining
the physical state of the gas in the intergalactic medium
(IGM) and the subset of gas in the vicinity of galaxies (the
circum-galactic medium; CGM) can yield key insights into
the mechanisms that govern the interaction between the cos-
mic web and galaxies. These properties include the density,
temperature, metallicity, clumping, ionization, and environ-
⋆ E-mail: frank@astronomy.ohio-state.edu
ment with respect to local galaxies and the broader cosmic
web.
Most observational information on the IGM and CGM
is derived from the study of quasar absorption lines. The
Lyman-α transition traces residual neutral hydrogen in post-
reionization universe, is immensely useful because it is com-
mon and because it is a good indicator of overdensity
(Rauch et al. 1997). Metal absorption also plays an impor-
tant role. The ionisation status of a metal absorber is di-
rectly influenced by its density, temperature, metallicity,
and the radiation field in which it bathes (e.g. Pieri et al.
2014). When temperatures exceed T= 105 K the gas be-
comes highly ionized and Lyman-α lines (along with sev-
eral others) become disfavoured. This makes the study of
such ‘warm-hot’ gas challenging. At z > 2 the majority of
barons are readily observable in the Lyman-α forest, but
at lower redshifts significant quantities of baryons become
c© 0000 The Authors
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heated chiefly due to gravitational shocks (Cen & Ostriker
1999; Dave´ et al. 2001). The emerging dominance of the
Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM) combined with
the observing challenge noted above is thought to lead to
the so-called ’missing baryon problem’ at the present epoch
(Fukugita & Peebles 2004).
Alternatives to quasar absorption have been explored
to by-pass these observational challenges. Cross corre-
lations of CMB anisotropy and both galaxy distribu-
tions (Ge´nova-Santos et al. 2015) and weak lensing maps
(Atrio-Barandela & Mu¨cket 2017) show broad consistency
with expected WHIM gas populations, while attempts have
been unsuccessful for detection in the diffuse X-ray back-
ground (Cappelluti et al. 2012; Roncarelli et al. 2012). Re-
cent results indicate that a significant proportion of baryons
have been detected in filaments between SDSS DR12 galax-
ies (Alam et al. 2015) through stacking of galaxy pairs and
measurement of an associated thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich
excess(de Graaff et al. 2017; Tanimura et al. 2017).
While detecting the warm-hot IGM in X-rays has
been challenging (Nicastro et al. 2002; Mathur et al. 2003;
Nicastro et al. 2016), the warm-hot CGM is well studied
in X-rays (see e.g. Gupta et al. 2014, 2017; Nicastro et al.
2017). Although the warm-hot gas is hence detectable in
the X-rays (see Bregman (2007) for a complete overview),
the effort to characterise warm circum- and intergalac-
tic gas at redshifts z<1.5 has largely focused on Ovi,
five-time ionized oxygen, in the UV. The Ovi doublet
(1031.9 A˚ and 1037.6 A˚) samples gas with temperature
2×105K < T < 6×105K in collisional ionization equilibrium
(Gnat & Sternberg 2007), but traces gas over a wide range of
environments, spanning from the local ISM to the IGM (see
e.g. Jenkins (1978); Tripp et al. (2000); Howk et al. (2002);
Danforth & Shull (2005); Tumlinson et al. (2011) and refer-
ences therein). Ovi can also arise, however, in photoionized
gas extending the temperature range traced down to T∼
104K, which is typically the case at z > 2 (e.g. Aguirre et al.
2008). Hence, the interpretation of Ovi detections is
debated (Danforth & Shull 2008; Thom & Chen 2008;
Tripp et al. 2008; Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2009; Smith et al.
2011; Tepper-Garc´ıa et al. 2011; Cen 2012). Broad Lyman-
α absorbers (BLAs, for a definition see Richter et al.
(2006)) have been considered as a solution to the de-
tection of this challenging gas phase (Richter et al. 2004;
Sembach et al. 2004; Williger et al. 2006; Lehner et al. 2007;
Danforth et al. 2010; Tepper-Garc´ıa et al. 2012). However,
BLAs are difficult to identify in UV spectra because they are
expected to be shallow (τ0 (H I)< 0.1) and are challenging
to distinguish from blends of narrower lines.
Given these limitations, alternatives to Ovi and BLAs
must be considered, and one promising tracer is seven-times
ionized neon (Neviii). Neon is the 5th most abundant el-
ement in the universe, and as such represents a potential
tracer of intergalactic (IGM) and circumgalactic (CGM)
gas. In particular Neviii unambiguously traces gas warmed
to 4 × 105K < T < 2 × 106K through collisional ion-
ization (Gnat & Sternberg (2007), inside this temperature
range the collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE) fraction of
Neviii/ Ne is above 0.01), due to the high ionization poten-
tial of Nevii (207 eV). Photoionization models, however, for
even low-density Neviii gas are highly uncertain due to the
lack of good constraints on the soft X-ray- and EUV parts
of the metagalactic background, see e.g. Shull et al. (2014).
Neviii provides a strong absorption doublet in the UV at
770.409A˚ (in the following Neviiia) and 780.327A˚(Ne viiib),
which at the low redshifts of interest must be measured in
the observed frame UV, and hence must be observed from
space.
The Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS,
Green & Morse 1998; Green et al. 2012), is an ultravi-
olet (UV) instrument aboard the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST). It has increased sensitivity compared to previous
instruments such as the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic
Explorer (FUSE) or the Space Telescope Imaging Spec-
trograph (STIS), and has thus enabled high-sensitivity,
medium resolution spectroscopy of faint astronomical
objects in the wavelength range between 1135 A˚ and 3200
A˚1. It is therefore ideally suited for the search of Neviii
absorption signatures at low redshifts. Given the doublet’s
restframe wavelengths, redshifts z >0.5 are needed to shift
the Neviii absorbers into the COS bandpasses.
Unambiguous identification of the doublet signature of
Neviii is challenging since it may be hampered by blends
with unrelated absorbers (especially towards higher red-
shifts where the forest becomes thicker) and it is reliant on
the availability of additional confirming absorption species.
Exploiting even the best available UV-spectra has lead
thus far only to 10 direct detections of Neviii absorbers
(Savage et al. 2005, 2011; Narayanan et al. 2009, 2011, 2012;
Tripp et al. 2011; Meiring et al. 2013; Hussain et al. 2015;
Qu & Bregman 2016; Pachat et al. 2017). All of the unam-
biguously detected individual systems have column densi-
ties log N > 13.0.2 Simulations predict the bulk of the
Neviii absorber population to lie between 12.0 < log N
< 12.7 (Tepper-Garc´ıa et al. 2013; Oppenheimer & Schaye
2013; Rahmati et al. 2016). Hence, we chose to relax the
requirement of unambiguous detection and search for the
weak distributed signal of Neviii at the noise limit of these
spectra. Such methods were initially developed as pixel cor-
relation based searches (Cowie & Songaila 1998; Dave´ et al.
1998; Aguirre et al. 2002; Pieri et al. 2010) and explored fur-
ther through the use of absorber-frame spectral stacking
(Pieri et al. 2010, 2014). We also supplement this search for
weak absorption, by applying our analysis methods to the
search for strong Neviii detectable on an individual basis. In
this way we take advantage of our blind absorption popula-
tion analysis techniques to attempt an alternative measure-
ment of the Neviii column density distribution function.
Here we refine a technique initially presented in Pieri
(2014), developed to probe for doublet absorption with a
blind statistical approach. This method relaxes the require-
ment that absorbers be statistically significant detections in-
dividually, opening a more numerous population hidden to
traditional line searches. It also circumvents potential sub-
jectivity of individual line identifications and automatically
takes into account chance pairings of lines which reproduce
the exact Neviii doublet ratio. Pieri (2014) only sought to
explore the potential signal strength of triply ionized carbon,
1 In the special G130M ’super-blue’ setting it is possible to reach
as low as 1050 A˚.
2 Here and in the following, the unit for column density N is
[cm−2].
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here we attempt to measure a physically motivated metal
absorber population via a power-law parametrisation of the
column density distribution function (CDDF) and suites of
phenomenological mock spectra. We limit our analysis to a
range of power-law slopes, -3.6 ≤ β ≤ -1.3.
This paper is structured as follows: after giving an
overview of the dataset used in our analysis, and initial data
preparation beyond the standard data reduction (Section 2),
we proceed to introduce the idea of an ‘agnostic’ stacking
procedure (Section 3), detailing both the necessary mod-
elling of the underlying absorber populations and the subse-
quent optimal choice for selecting apparent absorption. After
summarising our results in Section 4, we conclude with the
discussion in Section 5.
Throughout the paper we adopt the cosmological
parameters of the Planck Collaboration et al. (2015), i.e.
h=0.678±0.009, Ωm=0.308±0.012, Ωb=0.0485±0.0005.
2 DATA
We exploit a homogeneous set of UV-bright QSO absorp-
tion spectra observed with COS. For details of the sample
and data reduction see Danforth et al. (2016). We infer the
transmitted flux F = f/C, where f is the observed QSO
flux and C is the unabsorbed QSO continuum, via a semi-
automated continuum-fitting technique developed for opti-
cal SDSS spectra (Pieri et al. 2010; Pieri 2014) and adapted
for use in higher-resolution FUV data. While the full details
of this process can be reviewed in Danforth et al. (2016),
we briefly mention the salient points here. First, spectra are
split into small segments (5-15 A˚ width). Continuum pixels
within each segment are identified as those for which the flux
divided by the error is less than a 1.5σ threshold below the
median flux/error value. Thus, absorbed pixels (flux lower
than the segment median) are excluded, together with re-
gions of increased noise (error higher than segment average).
This process is iterated until minimal change occurs in the
population of continuum pixels, or until only 10 percent of
the original pixels in the segment remain classified as con-
tinuum. The median value of those continuum pixels is then
recorded as a continuum flux node for the segment, and a
spline function fitted between the nodes. The continuum fit
of each spectrum was then checked manually and adjusted
as needed.
Hereafter we refer to the transmitted flux, F, simply as
‘flux’ and the error estimate σ as the error estimate of the
transmitted flux simply as ‘error esimate’. In total, 26 sight-
lines are suitable for our search program. In this section we
list basic characteristics of the data pertaining directly to
the our search, namely the noise characteristics and path-
length. Additionally, we summarise the effects of rebinning
the spectra in order to maximise detection efficiency.
We select QSOs with an emission redshift zem > 0.5
in order to provide coverage of Neviiia in the COS G160M
grating. Table 1 gives an overview of the available COS-
archival spectra with the available redshift path, and an es-
timate for the average S/N in the range suitable for Neviii
detection. For some of the sightlines, all of the absorption
features (above a certain significance threshold) have been
securely identified, whereas for the majority of the high
Figure 1. Distribution of transmitted flux (lower panel) and its
error estimate (upper panel) in each rebinned pixel after rebin-
ning. Note that the majority of the pixels now have a σ < 0.05
and so S/N per pixel >20. The blue area delineates the strong
absorber search, the red the search for weak absorbers. Note that
there is no hard criterion for the upper flux limit in the weak ab-
sorber search, the dotted line indicates the approximate position
of a pixel with a median S/N of 25. Note also that the distribution
of flux is not symmetric around F = 1, with more pixels on the
lower side, indicating the presence of absorption at all levels. Ex-
ploiting properties of the source of this asymmetry in the context
of strong noise is the basis of our search for weak Neviii.
redshift (zem > 0.8) QSOs those absorbers remain mostly
unidentified, yet significant (Danforth et al. 2016).
In all spectra, we mask out problematic wavelength
ranges, such as Galactic Lyα absorption or a small window
around 1307 A˚, severely affected by the removal of emission
lines. Furthermore, we set the maximum wavelength to be
at least ∆v > 5000 km/s blueward of Neviii in the QSO
restframe, to avoid intrinsic or associated absorption. This
leads to pathlengths for the search for Neviiia as listed in
Table 1 for each sightline. The total pathlength suitable for
Neviii detection summed over the 26 sightlines is ∆z = 7.36,
the median (mean) redshift for Neviii is 0.63(0.88), and the
absorber redshift spans the a range from 0.47 ≤ zabs ≤ 1.34.
2.1 Supplementary data preparation
The COS G160M grating affords us with a spectral resolu-
tion of λ/∆λ ∼18,000 (equating to ∆v ∼ 17 km/s), and an
initial wavelength sampling of ∼ 10−2A˚, translating into a
velocity separation of ∆v ∼ 2 km/s for each pixel. We ex-
pect the signatures of Neviii absorption to be significantly
broader than this separation, since we want to focus on ab-
sorbers residing at temperatures T> 105K. Hence, in order
to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per pixel (with-
out significantly reducing the desired signal), we aggressively
rebin our spectra without losing information. Note that this
is consistent with our goal to detect Neviii absorption, and
not to infer velocity structure of such absorbers.
For a homogeneous selection function it is desirable to
fix the velocity of our rebinned sample and this is achieved
with a logarithmic binning. This also offers the desirable
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (0000)
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feature of setting a fixed wavelength solution in the absorber
frame composite spectrum irrespective of absorber redshift.
We maximise the Neviiib doublet signal by requiring an
integer number of wavelength bins between the doublet lines.
The combination of these drivers results in a wavelength
solution of
∆logλ =
1
56
log
[λNeviiib
λNeviiia
]
= 9.9202 × 10−5, (1)
where the Neviii doublet restframe wavelengths are 770.409
A˚ (Neviiia) and 780.327 A˚ (Neviiib) as quoted in Morton
(2006). Translated into a velocity separation this becomes
∆v = 69 km/s. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
for Neviii absorbers of temperature T are related by
(FWHM/15.1 km/s) =
√
T/105K. Therefore our binning
of ∆v=69 km/s is well-matched to the expected temperature
of Neviii and sufficiently wide to ensure that almost all of a
putative absorption feature will fall in just one resel. A dou-
bling or halving of the line width leads to only a 20% change
in the detection significance and lines which group in com-
plexes will generate signal irrespective of whether they fall in
the same bin or neighbouring bins. Figure 1 shows the distri-
bution of the error in the flux after rebinning (upper panel),
and the resulting pixel flux distribution in the window rel-
evant to our search. The majority of the rebinned pixels
have a error estimate of the flux between 0.02 and 0.04. The
probability distribution function (PDF) of the flux shows a
strong asymmetry around the flux of unity, where the drop-
off towards flux above the continuum is much faster. This
indicates the presence of absorption prevalent even at a low
flux decrement. It is the very basis of our stacking approach
for the weak absorbers to exploit this asymmetry in the
regime that is dominated by noise.
Fig. 2 shows the expected minimal flux at line centre for
different choices of the absorbing column density log NNeVIII
given our rebinning. Here, we assume Voigt profiles with a
single velocity component and varying broadening parame-
ters. It is clear that trying to reach column densities lower
than the current observational limit from direct detection ef-
forts (log NNeVIII ∼13.7), we need to sample pixels affected
by less than 10% absorption, indicating the importance of
high S/N.
We do not attempt to remove pixels that have been
identified to be part of known non-Neviii absorbers, since
such identification is incomplete for our sample (especially
for sightlines with high QSO emission redshifts). Addition-
ally, our analysis includes the presence of such absorbers and
is dealt with by our heuristic mocks (see Section 3.1).
3 AGNOSTIC STACKING AND
CONSTRAINTS USING MOCK DATA
In the general framework of spectral stacking, typically spec-
tra of well-defined homogeneous samples are co-added in
the hope of improving the S/N of the resulting compos-
ite spectrum over the often low-quality individual spectra,
such that salient features of the overall object population
can be discerned. As demonstrated in Pieri et al. (2010) and
Pieri et al. (2014), one can remove the requirement that the
entire spectrum characterises the object population, since
other uncorrelated absorption in the spectrum is simply an-
other source of noise in the composite spectrum (once broad
Figure 2. The minimum flux (i.e. at line center) for the Neviiia
component with a given column density, assuming different b pa-
rameters, and given the pixel size after rebinning. Note that when
probing the column density regime for Neviiia below the limit of
traditional direct line searches (log N < 13.7), we expect the fea-
ture to create flux decrements lower than ∼10%, hence the need
both for data of high-S/N and a statistical analysis rather than di-
rect detection. The coloured regions indicate the flux boundaries
for the two different search regimes as in Fig. 1.
depressions in the spectrum are corrected for). Here, we pro-
pose to go a step further by relieving ourselves of the need to
identify a clean object absorber sample, constructing what
we dub an ‘agnostic stack’. Agnostic stacking must be for-
ward modelled in order to compare its results with potential
absorber populations. Furthermore, we utilise these mocks
to optimise arbitrary analysis choices in order to maximise
the expected signal (see Section 3.2).
We select all pixels showing apparent absorption regard-
less of their source transition (hence the term ‘agnostic’),
and treat all of these selected pixels as putative Neviiia ab-
sorbers. We then shift each of these Neviiia absorber can-
didates into the Neviiia rest-frame along with the rest of
the spectrum with the potential doublet signal but also ad-
ditional unrelated absorption . Although we are obviously
primarily interested in probing wavelength separations re-
quired to cover the rest-frame Neviiib feature, spanning a
wider wavelength range can serve as important resource to
diagnose eventual artifacts like the presence of uncorrelated
absorption, that may mimick our doublet signal. For exam-
ple, the wavelength ratio of Lyδ to Lyǫ is very close to the
Neviiia to Neviiib ratio. In order to assess whether a po-
tential signal could be due to the presence of such Lyman
series lines, we would look hence at the location of the lower
order transitions Lyα, Lyβ, and Lyγ, which are expected to
produce a stronger feature. For the details of the subsequent
spectral stacking, we refer the reader to Section 3.4. If a sig-
nificant proportion of the selected sample is indeed Neviiia
absorption of sufficient strength, then we expect the result-
ing composite spectrum to show a signal at the restframe
wavelength of Neviiib. This signal is diluted by both ob-
serving noise and non-Neviii absorbers. Adding non-Neviii
absorbers increases both the raw composite spectral noise
and the signal dilution factor. The crucial question then be-
comes what is the optimal absorption selection that max-
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (0000)
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Table 1. COS-archival QSO sightlines suitable for the search for Neviii absorption. The naming convention is the same is in Danforth
2016, where all relevant information on the initial data reduction can be found. The total available pathlength for Neviiia takes into
account masking of areas of poor S/N or problematic wavelength regimes (such as Galactic Lyα absorption), and an additional filter
excluding all pixels outside the flux regime expected for Neviii absorption: F < 0.88 for the weak search, F < 0.75 for the strong search.
The number of available pixels and pathlengths for the strong absorber search with its lower flux cutoff is on average ∼ 10% higher. The
S/N quoted for each sightline is the median for all pixels in the regime suitable for the weak Neviii search. Note that the number of
pixels is given after our additional rebinning. The references in the comments column indicate the direct detection of Nevii absorbers
along those sightlines.
Name Emission redshift zem ∆zNeviiia Number of pixels Median S/N per pixel Comments
pks0405 0.574 0.0707 203 91.7 Narayanan et al. (2011)
pg1424 0.610 0.0583 167 23.9
he0238 0.631 0.0766 219 36.9
3c263 0.646 0.0913 258 43.9 Narayanan et al. (2009, 2012)
pks0637 0.650 0.0826 232 29.6
s080908 0.656338 0.0949 267 21.1 Pachat et al. (2017)
3c57 0.670527 0.1059 296 35.0
pks0552 0.68000 0.1031 288 29.2
sbs0957 0.746236 0.0893 233 16.1
sbs1108 0.766619 0.1133 306 5.2
s234500 0.7789429 0.2042 544 26.9 A.k.a. pmn2345
sbs1122 0.852 0.2336 544 19.9 Pachat et al. (2017)
f0751 0.915 0.2793 709 35.0
pg1407 0.940 0.3164 799 66.1 Hussain et al. (2015)
q0107 0.956 0.3295 834 26.1
l01070b 0.957039 0.3169 804 25.0
pg1148 0.975 0.3535 882 50.3 3 absorbers, Meiring et al. (2013)
he0439 1.053 0.4087 1012 29.1
s100535 1.0809 0.4356 1064 23.9
f020930 1.128 0.3811 900 32.8
pg1206 1.16254 0.3668 873 32.5 Tripp et al. (2011)
pg1338 1.21422 0.3732 876 33.1
l14350 1.30791 0.6435 1479 62.6 Qu & Bregman (2016)
pg1522 1.32785 0.5855 1340 52.1
q0232 1.437368 0.6531 1485 36.3
pg1630 1.47607 0.5904 1329 39.3
Total Path ∆z=7.3554 Npixels=18011
imises the potential Neviii S/N in the competition between
composite noise reduction and increasing signal dilution.
In order to address this question (and optimise the anal-
ysis) it is necessary to forward model the selection and stack-
ing procedure by creating and testing mock spectra. The
following section describes details of the generation of such
mock spectra, and the procedure to estimate the expected
signal strength and its significance with their help.
What we arrive at is an end-to-end analysis comparison
of the Neviiib signal in the observed composite spectrum
to that found in mock composite spectra. This is combined
with a measurement of the flux uncertainty in the composite
spectrum. Thus we constrain viable Neviii populations.
3.1 Generation of mock spectra
We compute mock spectra that match the pathlength and
wavelength logarithmic binning as the observed data. In a
first step, we create random realisations of Neviii absorbers
from model column density distribution functions to popu-
late those spectra. We assume the column density distribu-
tion function (CDDF) to be represented by a single power-
law over the column density regime we want to explore
f(Neviii) = ∂2N/∂X∂NNe viii ∼ f0(
N
N0
)β, (2)
where N is the number of absorbers per unit column den-
sity NNe viii and unit absorption distance
3 X, f0 is a nor-
malisation at a given column density N0, and β the slope
of the CDDF. In the following we will be using log N0 =
13.7 as our reference column density, because it marks the
approximate delineator below which individual line searches
become impossible due to the S/N constraints of the data,
and use the notation f0 = f13.7. Integrating over all col-
umn densities probed by us yields the line density dN/dz =∫ ∫
f(Neviii)dNdX. We place these absorbers in the spec-
tra by randomly assigning them a redshift.4 In addition to
the randomisation in column density and redshift, we also
assign each absorber a broadening parameter b, randomly
drawn from a flat distribution between 15 and 40 km/s.
This population of Neviii absorbers is mixed in with
a larger distribution of non-Neviii absorbers, both weak
and strong, as well as the noise distribution provided by
the data. Hence, we must add additional absorption and
noise. Here we are following a purely heuristic modelling
3 The absorption distance is given by
dX= (1 + z)2[Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ]
−
1
2 dz.
4 Note that hence we do not take into account clustering, or
redshift evolution, both of which we deem secondary effects not
significantly altering our selection process.
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (0000)
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Figure 3. An example of fitting the non-Neviii absorption.
Shown as black points is the PDF of the flux for real data. The
magenta points show the PDF for a particular set of mock spectra
after all three components have been added (Ne viii absorption
; additional non-Neviii absorption ; and the appropriate noise).
We adjust the model for the non-Neviii absorbers to minimise the
reduced χ2. The blue and red areas delineate the search windows
for strong and weak absorbers as in Figs. 1 and 2.
scheme. Each pixel’s flux is diminished by multiplying it
with a factorP (τ ) = A exp(−cτ ), where A and c are fit
to the data, as detailed below.5 Additionally, we add noise
drawn from the noise PDF of the real data. In essence, we
transfer the error estimate array from the real data pixel-
wise onto the array for the mock spectra, and then for each
pixel we generate a random realisation of noise from a Gaus-
sian distribution with a width given by that error estimate.
Note that in this way, the specific noise characteristics of
each spectrum are retained in the structure of the mocks,
i.e. adjacent pixels in the mock remain affected by similar
noise. Also note that while we are aware of effects of non-
Gaussianity for the COS noise estimators, we deem those to
be non-problematic for our mocks, since they will not gen-
erate artifacts on the scale of the Neviii doublet spacing,
and are being modelled by having the heuristic model PDF
being a good fit to the data.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the parameters of the absorption
model are adjusted such that a best fit for the pixel flux dis-
tribution with all three components (Neviii absorbers, ad-
ditional non-Neviii absorption, and noise) is achieved when
compared to the real dataset. Note that we include only pix-
els whose flux is greater than F≥0.65 when calculating the
goodness of fit, as we do not try to reproduce the distribu-
tion towards lower fluxes, where pixels are affected by sat-
uration and deemed to be too absorbed for harbouring the
relatively weak Neviii absorption for which we search here.
Hence, we do not expect adding the additional absorption
to adequately fit the flux pdf below that value - and indeed,
we generally end up with too few pixels showing near zero
fluxes, indicating the strongest possible absorption.
We generate a sufficient number of suites of mock spec-
5 This proved to be more effective than the more standard log-
normal opacity distribution.
Figure 4. The procedure to determine the low significance cut-
off for the selection of absorbers for one combination of slope
and normalisation. We produce a set of 10 different realisations
of mock data, and implement a lower flux cut and significance
inclusion cut nσ . The black data points indicate the mean (and
its error) of the expected signal strength for Neviiib, the spread
is represented by the blue, vertical lines. Being stricter about the
inclusion of pixels leads to a purer sample, yet results in lower
S/N for the composite. The sweet spot for the maximisation of
the significance of the signal is always close to nσ ∼1.0. This
example uses the same Neviii model as in Fig. 5, and here we
select nσ=1.25 as optimal search parameter.
tra such that the statistical sample variance is negligible
with respect to the noise estimate from the real data. Typi-
cally this results in creating on the order of 100 model spec-
tral data-sets for each combination of the two relevant free
parameters (slope β and normalisation f13.7 of the CDDF).
This modelling automatically accounts for the existence
of unrelated absorbers, and furthermore describes any signif-
icant sample of pixels effected by fixed pattern noise from the
COS CCD (see Keeney et al. (2012) for an overview of the
possible effects of fixed pattern noise) assuming that such
fixed pattern noise does not preferentially generate features
akin to a Neviii doublet.
3.2 Optimised selection of weak Ne viii absorption
In this section, we describe how we select Neviii absorbers
in a column-density regime that lies below the S/N-imposed
limit for direct line searches. This limit occurs around a
column density of log N∼ 13.7, and Fig. 2 shows that for
such lines the minimum flux at line centre is above F=0.88.
Hence, our first selection criterion is requiring that a pixel
has a minimum flux Fmin ≥ 0.88.
On the low flux decrement side, we want to be as inclu-
sive as possible, trying not to exclude the weakest absorbers,
which are presumably the most abundant. However, it is
clear that, by selecting pixels closer to the 100% transmis-
sion, we include a higher fraction of pixels that are simply
pushed to lower than unity flux by noise, thereby increasing
signal dilution. We use the following criterion for determin-
ing whether pixels at the weak absorption limit be retained
Fmax ≤ 1− nσσ(F ) (3)
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where σ(F) is the error estimate on the flux F, and nσ
the minimum number of standard deviations required for
absorption identification. In the following, we optimise our
choice of nσ backed on mock data to maximise Neviiib sig-
nal significance.
We quantify Neviiib detection significance by compar-
ing the expected strength of the Neviiib signal in the com-
posite with the noise of the composite spectrum. We define
the potential Neviiib S/N as
(S/N)Neviiib = (1− Fs,Neviii)/σs,Neviiib, (4)
where F
s,Neviiib and σs,Neviiib are the flux and the er-
ror estimate of the flux respectively at the pixel centred on
Neviiib in the composite spectrum. Note that in the follow-
ing analysis we measure F
s,Neviiib both in the real com-
posite and the composite from mock data, but we always
use the error estimate of the composite with real data. The
errors in the composite spectra are estimated following the
method set out in Appendix A.
With those definitions in hand, we analyse a set of
model spectra to determine the optimal nσ for each test
Neviii absorber population parametrised as a CDDF with
chosen slope and normalisation. A high nσ means purer se-
lection of absorption, but also reduces the number of pixels
selected, resulting in a lower S/N for the stack. At low choice
of nσ improves the S/N for the composite as more spectra
are stacked, but mixes in more noise. There is an optimal
choice for nσ balancing those two effects, as can be seen in
Fig. 4. For every test slope and normalisation, we determine
the optimal nσ in the following way. We try a range of nσ
and flux ranges 0.88 < F ≤ 1− nσσ(F ). For each we calcu-
late the composite spectrum using an unweighted arithmetic
mean, and this provides the error estimate σ
s,Neviiib for
each choice of nσ. Then for every choice of nσ we compute
10 realisations of the model spectra. For each realisation we
select pixels in flux in the range 0.88 < F ≤ 1 − nσσ(F ),
the composite spectrum is computed and a S/N is projected
using Equation 4. The resulting projected S/N for Neviiib
are averaged over those 10 realisations.
The black data points in Fig. 4 represent the S/N de-
rived from mean of these realisations and its error. The blue
horizontal lines indicate the range of values found within all
10 realisations. While 10 realisations are low for an accurate
estimate of the S/N errors, they are sufficient for a broad
optimisation for the wide range of trial CDDFs studied here.
Once we select a nσ which maximises the S/N of the com-
posite, we rerun the mock analysis with a higher number of
realisations in order to reduce the sampling error to below
a factor of one half of the error expected from the real data.
This typically requires on the order of 500 realisations for
each case. For all the CDDFs parametrisations considered,
the optimal nσ is always close to a value of 1.0. This is both
re-assuring in that our stated goal is to go below column
densities required for detection in traditional line searches
(those rely upon much higher feature significance), but also
that we remain in the realm of at least moderately secure
statistical detection.
3.3 The selection of strong Ne viii absorption
We can extend our stacking analysis also to the regime of ab-
sorbers stronger than log N∼13.7. Although it is less infor-
mative about properties of individual absorbers compared
to direct line searches, it nonetheless allows for robust in-
ferences on global properties. Our choice of treating these
two regimes separately is not born out of any expectation
that they are physically different, but rather we chose to
perform distinct analyses on empirical grounds. While the
weak absorber search above is designed to focus exclusively
on absorption that is inaccessible to direct line searches (us-
ing current data), the strong Neviii search presented here
takes an alternative approach that does not seek to discover
new Neviii absorption, but rather re-assess the CDDF con-
straints they provide. In this respect we take advantage of
our fully blind approach that automatically provides con-
straints on the potential CDDF.
The selection criteria for strong absorbers is simpler
than that for the weak population. We require a pixel to
be selected to have flux within a window: 0.75 < F <0.88.
The upper limit coincides with the lower flux limit for the
weak absorbers, and the lower limit is obtained by extrapo-
lating Fig. 2 to the strongest absorbers expected in practise
in a dataset of this size for viable CDDFs. It also allows the
selection of every Neviii found by direct line searches.
3.4 Construction of the ‘agnostic’ stack
Once we have determined an optimal selection procedure for
each assumption of the underlying absorber distribution, we
may begin to compare them to the observed agnostic stack.
We construct composite spectra following this proce-
dure: first, we identify all pixels in our dataset satisfying
our simple selection criteria regardless of our knowledge of
their nature as absorbers (hence ‘agnostic’). We then treat
each of these as if they were the strong member of the Neviii
770/780A˚ doublet, and shift the COS spectrum into the ab-
sorber restframe. Note that our choice of rebinning into pix-
els equidistant in log wavelength-space ensures that all of
those shifted spectra retain the correct doublet structure
within a full pixel. We generate the arithmetic mean of all
these absorber spectra, and arrive at a Neviii composite
spectrum. We compute the arithmetic mean, however, we
exclude all pixels from the calculation that exhibit a flux
too low to be caused by Neviiib.
For the weak absorber composite, and given the overall
noise characteristics of the full dataset, we find that there
is a negligible probability that a measured flux F < 0.85
could correspond to significant Neviiib absorption for such
weak Neviiib, even in the presence of plausible noise (i.e.
both underestimates of selected Neviiia or overestimates of
Neviiib ). Where the potential Neviiib flux is F < 0.85
we discard the data before stacking. A similar argument
holds for the minimum flux in the strong Neviii absorber
search, which results in a F > 0.75 limit selection due to
this optimsation.
Fig. 5 shows examples of those composites (black
curves) together with the Neviiib signal expected from the
modelling (red and blue curves) for both weak and strong
Neviii searches. Note that while we created one such com-
posite for each of the assumed CDDFs for the weak Neviii
absorber distribution, the differences between those com-
posites are minimal because the only free parameter for the
selection (nσ) varies very slightly. Hence, the composite for
the weak absorber search shown here is illustrative of the full
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Figure 5. Composite spectra in the absorber restframe for two specific assumptions about the absorber distribution in the weak (upper
panel) and strong (lower panel) search regime. Note the scale for flux: while the S/N/pixel reaches values > 1000 for the upper panel,
the strong search results in lower S/N/pixel due to the selection of fewer pixels and a larger flux spread allowed to enter the composite.
Shown in red and blue are the expected signals at the location of the weaker doublet member Neviiib, derived by averaging over sets of
model spectra. The statistical error for the models can be made arbitrarily low by increasing the number of mock data sets, and hence
we have set it to zero here for plotting purposes only. The specific model case for the red CDDF is the same as in the preceding figure. In
both search regimes the resulting composite yields a null detection of Neviii at a high significance for the CDDF with β = −2.5, whereas
the shallower slope of β = −1.5 leads to a signal for the weak absorber search much too weak to be detected reliably with our data.
range of composites considered. Note that there is only one
composite spectrum for the strong absorber regime since
it lacks the adaptive treatment of absorption close to the
continuum performed for the weak absorber analysis. This
composite spectrum is depicted in the figure in black in the
bottom panel.
The same selection and stacking procedure is applied
to the mock data sets. The expected signal strength for the
mock absorbers can be estimated directly by measuring the
absorption at the position of Neviiib in those stacks.
4 RESULTS
As detailed in the preceding section, Fig. 5 shows an opti-
mised search for a particular Neviii population and shows
no detected Neviii signal. Indeed, we arrive at a non-
detection for any Neviii population in the full range of slopes
for the CDDF that we tested (-3.6 < β ≤-1.3), despite un-
precedented sensitivity. In this section we analyse how such a
non-detection constrains the Neviii population by compar-
ing it with expectations from our mock data for parametri-
sations of the column density distribution function.
4.1 Placing limits on the column density
distribution function
We investigate a potential Neviii signal from both weak and
strong Neviii absorbers, the selection of which is set out in
sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. The weak search goes be-
yond what is possible in direct detection studies by going
down to the noise limit to statistically explore absorbers,
which may be individually insignificant. The strong search
reassesses the regime that is accessible to direct detection
studies, but uses our blind statistical search methodology
and the in-built inference of CDDF limits for our full spec-
troscopic sample. The boundary between these two searches
is at a flux of F = 0.88, which corresponds to a column
density of log NNe viii = 13.7.
We explore allowed values for the CDDF parameters β
and f13.7. We treat the weak search and the strong search
as separate regimes divided at log NNe viii = 13.7, but also
combine the constraints across the full accessible range of
columns. It should be noted, however, that constraints in
two column density bands should not be interpreted as a
detection of a broken power-law fit with a break at log
NNe viii = 13.7. Nor should a single power-law constraint
be viewed as an indication that a single power-law fit is
favourable. Both choices are simply acceptable ways of ex-
pressing our constraints.
Figure 6 shows constraints in β and f13.7 derived from
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Figure 6. Constraints on the Neviiipopulation derived indepen-
dently from the stacking of weak and strong absorption. The
model is a single power-law distribution with slope β, and nor-
malisation f13.7, here fixed at log NNe viii = 13.7. This model
population extends over 12.0 < log Ne viii < 17.0. The red, blue,
and purple coloured regions depict areas that are allowed by ei-
ther (or both) the search for weak (log NNe viii ≤ 13.7) or strong
absorbers (log NNe viii > 13.7) at least at a 1.0σ significance.
The black band represents the 1σ allowed range for a hypothet-
ical absorber population that reproduces the dN/dz inferred by
Meiring et al. (2013) for strong absorbers (logNNe viii > 13.7) in
PG1148+549.
our weak and strong searches treated independently. The red
region indicates the one standard deviation allowed range
for our weak absorber search and the blue contour shows
our one standard deviation allowed range for our strong ab-
sorber search. CDDFs allowed by both are shown in purple.
Also shown (in black) are the CDDFs that are consistent
with the Meiring et al. (2013) 1σ uncertainty in dn/dz at
log NNe viii ≈ 14.3. Our allowed ranges in β and f for the
strong absorbers are in tension with the the Meiring et al.
(2013) dn/dz at a 2.2σ level. We fit the 1σ contour for the
weak absorber search with a 3rd order polynomial in β, and
obtain for the normalisation
log f13.7 < −14.824−2.6256×β−1.3484×β
2
−0.17559×β3 .
(5)
The same procedure for the 1σ contour for the strong ab-
sorber search yields
log f13.7 < −18.933−4.6383×β−1.1200×β
2
−0.04668×β3 .
(6)
Note that the strong Neviii absorption constraint in
Fig. 6 implies a maximum allowed CDDF amplitude f13.7
for any chosen slope β. This maximum f13.7 = 2 × 10
−14
occurs at β = −2.44.
In Figure 7, we show 1σ upper limits on the column den-
sity distribution function normalisation f13.7 (for a range
of values of β) for both our weak Neviii search and our
strong Neviii search. Also shown for reference is the simu-
lated CDDF from (Rahmati et al. 2016). The area in gray
is ruled out by all possible choices for the slope in the two
different regimes at the 1σ level. We constrain the normali-
sation of both the weak and the strong Neviii populations at
their interface, log NNe viii = 13.7. A convenient consequence
of this choice is that the strong search implies a clear upper
limit to this interface incidence rate displayed as a maxi-
mum f13.7 shown in Figure 6 (at β = −2.44). This also
sets a continuity requirement to our weak absorption analy-
sis. As such only parametrisations of this weak sample that
do not break this log NNe viii = 13.7 continuity requirement
are considered in Figure 7. This figure shows all power-law
slopes that constrain the 1σ allowed CDDF with additional
slopes show for illustration. One can take this continuity ar-
gument a step further: for any chosen normalisation f13.7
one may place a horizontal line on Figure 6 and read off all
the allowed slopes (at the 1σ level) for both the weak and
strong populations.
In addition to the above independent assessment of
the weak and strong Neviii regimes we also explore con-
straints assuming a single power-law CDDF combining both
searches. The allowed values of slope and amplitude for such
a power-law are shown in Figure 8 for one, two and three
standard deviations. These combined limits are our main
result, and constitute the tightest constraints thus far on
the intervening Neviii absorber population at the redshifts
considered here over the range of column densities 12.3 ≤log
N≤15.0. Fitting the 1σ allowed contour boundary with a 3rd
order polynomial in β, we obtain for the normalisation of the
CDDF
log f13.7 < −21.46−8.366×β−3.068×β
2
−0.342×β3 . (7)
Also over-plotted is the range of allowed CDDF parameters
inferred from the observed dn/dz at log NNe viii ≈ 14.3 from
Meiring et al. (2013). The cyan line in Fig. 8 represents an
upper limit to the absorber population that is derived with-
out stacking the data at all, but by analysing limits on the
expected combined population of other absorbers and the
scope for residual Neviii in the measured flux PDF. The
details of this procedure are summarised in the Appendix A.
4.2 The inferred mass density of Ne viii
The cosmological mass density in units of the critical density,
Ω = ρ/ρc, traced by a particular ion can be estimated by
Ωion =
mion
ρc
(
c
H0
∆Xtot)
−1N totion (8)
where mion is the atomic mass, ρc the critical cosmic density,
∆Xtot the total absorption distance in the survey, and N
tot
ion
the total column density of all absorbers.
We obtain upper limits to the total surveyed Neviii
mass density by integrating over the CDDFs underlying our
models. We again treat the two column density ranges for
weak (12.3< log NNe viii ≤ 13.7) and strong absorbers (13.7<
log NNeviii <15.0) separately, because both search methods
are tailored to yield the tightest constraints in their respec-
tive column density regime.
Figure 9 shows the 1.0σ upper limits to the density
derived by our searches. Also shown is a density derived
from the Meiring et al. (2013) number of systems per unit
redshift (dN/dz = 7+7−3) in the spectrum of PG1148+549
(see Section 4.3.1 for further discussion of this case). Note
that this dN/dz is directly comparable to our upper limit
for the strong search only since this probes an equivalent
range of column densities.
For slopes β < −2.0, the density budget becomes dom-
inated by the highest column density systems, and hence in
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Figure 7. 1σ upper limits on the normalisations of the CDDFs under different scenarios for the slope of the assumed power-law
distribution of the Neviii population. The solid lines beyond log NNe viii >13.7 are derived by the search for such strong absorbers,
whereas the solid lines for log NNe viii ≤ 13.7 stem from our search for the weak population. The area in gray marks parameter space that
is ruled out regardless of the CDDF slope at least at the 1σ level. The normalisation of the CDDF is quoted at the boundary between the
weak and strong regimes. As Figure 6 shows the maximum allowed normalisation for the weak search is higher than that of the strong,
so for continuity reasons we limit the weak regime CDDFs shown to those allowed by the strong search. The dotted line represents the
CDDF derived by simulations at similar redshifts Rahmati et al. (2016)(which we test in Section 5). The area in black delineates our
best estimate for the CDDF based upon combining the stacking with the direct detections.
Figure 8. Limits on the Neviii population when combining the
results of the searches for weak and strong absorption. Assuming a
single-power distribution for the Neviii over the complete range
of column densities probed by us (12.3 < log NNe viii < 15.0),
we can combine both independent approaches to obtain tighter
constraints than the individual regimes allow. The areas coloured
in purple, red and blue delineate the boundaries for parameter
space allowed by this combined analysis at the > 1.0, > 2.0, and
> 3.0σ level. In the main text, we give the coefficients for a 3rd-
order polynomial fit to those curves. The black band is the same
as in Fig. 6. The cyan line represents an upper limit derived by
comparing single-power distributions with the entire population
of apparent absorption using our mocks as set out by Appendix B.
those cases the upper integration limit is of crucial impor-
tance when comparing between different density estimates.
None of the detected intervening Neviii absorbers have log
N≥14.7, and hence our range extending up to log N=15.0 is
well chosen for a comparison. Likewise, for slopes β < −2.0
the lower integration limit plays the dominant role in set-
ting the density. The red dashed line in Figure 9 repre-
sents the density contained in absorbers of column densities
12.3 ≤NNe viii ≤13.7. The lower limit here is chosen such
that we exclude very weak absorbers that do not contribute
to the Neviiib signal, even if selected.
If we combine both searches by demanding the CDDF
to be represented by one single power-law over the whole
range of column densities, we obtain the limit delineated
by the magenta solid line in Figure 9. While this combined
mass density is superficially similar to the value derived from
Meiring et al. (2013) this is purely coincidental as we inte-
grate over a column density range nearly two orders of mag-
nitude wider. As we shall see in Section 4.3.2 this constraint
on the cosmic Neviii density can be turned into a measure-
ment when combined with a conservative assessment of the
directly detected Neviii population.
4.3 Combination with direct line search results
Here we investigate the viability of a particular Neviii pop-
ulation (as characterised by its CDDF) in light of current
statistics of individual identifications of Neviii absorbers
found in our sample in combination with our agnostic stack-
ing results. We do this by initially limiting our sample to
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Table 2. Basic properties of all directly detected Neviii absorber components that exhibit a column density log NNeviiia ≥ 13.7, i.e.
our strong absorber criterion. Note that the estimate for the column density depends on the measurement method, in general, column
densities derived via the apparent optical depth method (AOD) are higher than those for Voigt profile (VP) fits of the same feature.
The temperature and metallicity estimates quoted here are the results of CLOUDY modelling for a variety of low ionisation and high
ionisation transitions in those absorbers. Ionization and metallicity calculations assuming collisional ionization are indicated by ‘CIE’
and photoionization by PIE.
Sightline zabs log N Neviii b [km/s] Metallicity [Z/H] Temperature [K] Reference
pks0405 0.4951 13.96±0.06 70±4 -0.35 (CIE), -0.6±0.3 (hybrid) 5×105 Narayanan et al. (2011)
s080908 0.61907 13.76±0.14(AOD) 69±20 <0.5 >4×105(CIE) Pachat et al. (2017)
sbs1122 0.57052 13.72±0.15(AOD) 38.8±8 <-0.8 105
pg1407 0.5996 13.80±0.15(VP) 31±15 >0.0 (PIE) 6.3×104 (PIE) Hussain et al. (2015)
>-1.0 (CIE) 5×105(CIE)
pg1148 0.68381 13.98±0.09 32±5 >-0.5 5×105 Meiring et al. (2013)
0.70152 13.75±0.07 28.2±7.1 >-0.5 5×105
0.72478 13.70±0.12 41.4±7.5 >-0.5 5×105
pg1206 0.927 13.71±0.29 0.48 (from local gas) 2.2-3.8×105 Tripp et al. (2011)
0.927 14.04±0.08 0.0 (from local gas) 3.3-4.0×105
0.927 14.07±0.04 - -
0.927 14.53±0.04 -0.3 4.2-4.5×105
0.927 14.21±0.05 - -
0.927 13.78±0.09 0.0 -
Figure 9. The 1σ upper limit for the density of the Neviii ab-
sorber populations probed by our two search methods. The red
line indicates the upper limit for absorbers falling into the regime
12.3 < logNNe viii < 13.7. The black line is the upper limit for
stronger absorbers (13.7 < logNNe viii < 15.0). The upper limit
of our strong absorber bin is set by the observational fact that
none of the detected Neviii absorbers have column densities log
N≥ 14.7, whereas the lower limit marks the boundary where
weaker absorbers stop to have an impact on the expected signal.
The magenta line is the result of the combined constraint. The
horizontal line in black is the density estimate by Meiring et al.
(2013), whose 3 detected absorbers above log N=13.7 do not allow
for a constraint on the slope of the CDDF. The estimate for the
black data-point results from the best constraint when combining
the stacking with data from direct detections.
those of sufficient median S/N such that all identified Neviii
systems can be reliably identified. Then we analyse the like-
lihood that a particular CDDF is in agreement with the
observational constraints in a two step process. In the first
step we determine the fraction of realisations of our mock
spectra suite to generate the desired direct line detection
properties (see below). This provides a conservative likeli-
hood that the trial CDDF is consistent with the desired
direct line statistics. This is not to say that these strong
metals lines would be detectable in a blind analysis of the
mock spectra (they may, for example, be excessively blended
with contaminating absorption); it is a minimal statement
that, for the number of lines required, there must be at least
this many present in the perfect mock data.
In the second step we retain the mock realisations with
a sufficient number of directly detectable lines, and pass only
mock suites ‘surviving’ through the analysis with our agnos-
tic stacking as described in Section 4.1. In fact, we perform
both the weak and strong Neviii agnostic stacking analy-
sis and combined their likelihoods to a single likelihood in
this case. The product of the two fractional probabilities
from these two steps, constitutes the combined likelihood
(or joint probability) that a model CDDF is consistent with
both the direct line search statistic desired and our agnostic
stacking.
We proceed to consider two characterisations of direct
line detections in our data set. Initially we ask whether
the direct detections of 3 Neviii lines seen in quasar
PG1148+549 is consistent with our implicit assumption that
observed Neviii systems are physically distinct and indepen-
dent from one another. We then ask what single power-law
models are consistent with both our agnostic stacking and
the incidence rate of directly detected Neviii lines overall.
4.3.1 The atypical case of PG1148+549
Along the line of sight towards PG1148+549+549 at zem =
0.9759 (part of our analysis sample, see Table 1), one of
the spectra with the highest overall S/N, there are not just
one, but three individual, strong (log NNe viii >13.7) Neviii
absorber systems at redshifts zabs =0.68381, 0.70152, and
0.72478. This separation of δz = 0.04 constitutes 7200km/s
if treated as a peculiar motion, or a comoving distance of 83
h−1Mpc if treated as part of the Hubble Flow. For details
of these detections see (Meiring et al. 2013). Limiting one-
self to the portion of our sample which has sufficiently high
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signal-to-noise to confidently detect these systems (S/N >20
per pixel), one retains most of our analysis path (δz = 0.43)
for this spectrum. Also the redshifts are typical of our sam-
ple, so based on these most simple criteria PG1148+549 is
unexceptional. However, since all other sightlines of such
quality show only one or no such absorbers (and only 5 in
total), it seems that the sightline towards PG1148+549 is
atypical. We quantify the likelihood that this state of af-
fairs arises by chance and in light of our data analysis of 26
sightlines.
The high value for dN/dz one would derive on the basis
of this one sightline alone can be ruled out as a good measure
of the cosmological dN/dz with confidence. Here we go a
step further and assess the joint probability of our agnostic
stacking and these direct line detections. We do this by using
the two step process outlined in general terms in Section 4.3
above.
We limit ourselves to only those spectra in our sam-
ple that exhibit a median S/N that is comparable to the
PG1148+549 spectrum and so allow for the direct detection
of Neviii absorbers of the column density range sampled
by (Meiring et al. 2013). This reduces the original path to
dz = 4.73 or 11400 (rebinned) pixels. We randomly popu-
late those pixels with absorbers drawn from a trial CDDF.
Then we divide the total path into equally-sized portions of
the size used by (Meiring et al. 2013). We determine what
fraction of those mock realisations resemble the real data by
requiring that one portion must have at least three strong
absorbers, while all other ones must have either none or one.
Furthermore, the redshift separation of the 3 absorbers in
that one special bin must resemble the spread seen in the
detection of Meiring et al. (2013). This constitutes step one
and provides the probability that the model CDDF is con-
sistent with having an outlier quasar sightline of this type.
In the second step, we further assess the mocks which meet
the previous criterion for consistency with both our weak
and strong agnostic stacking procedures.
The result shown Figure 10 is a joint probability of
our stacking measurements and the direct line detections of
Neviii in PG1148+549 assuming a single power-law CDDF.
This figure shows the 1σ allowed range of CDDF that one
derives from the dN/dz of Meiring et al. (2013) as a black
band. We find that the optimal CDDF has a likelhood of
only 0.024%. This is (as Meiring et al. 2013 points out) con-
firmation that the sightline is probing a highly unusual large-
scale structure, that should be further scrutinized.
4.3.2 Combined constraints with the overall incidence rate
of direct detections
We now combine constraints from both our agnostic stacking
technique and direct line detection studies. We limit our-
selves to data of sufficient S/N for direct line studies (as
in the case for PG1148+549, we require S/N per pixel ≥
20), and we further limit ourselves only to the direct detec-
tions found in our sample path. A detailed analysis of all
the absorber systems reveals that there are 13 such indi-
vidual components that satisfy the following two criteria to
be included in our statistical analysis: a column density log
NNe viii >13.7, and an individual velocity structure such that
the separation from other components is large enough for the
feature to occupy one distinct pixel, i.e. δv ≥80 km/s to the
Figure 10. The joint probability of our combined stacking con-
straint and having three strong absorber systems (as would ap-
pear to be the case for PG1148+549) in one spectrum occurring
by chance and no more than one in every other spectrum. Even in
the most favourable case, at a normalisation an order of magni-
tude lower than indicated by the dN/dz of (Meiring et al. 2013)
(black band) is required. This probability peaks only at 0.024%,
indicating that at least two of these lines are very likely to be
associated with a single system.
centre of the next component. The components that fulfil
these criteria are shown in Table 2). The direct detection of
some of these components show limitations that cast some
doubt on their identification as Neviii (blending of one or
both parts of the Neviii doublet with unrelated absorption,
lack of accompanying additional transitions such as Ovi at
the same velocity, or individual detections with less than
3σ significance). Hence, in the following we vary the num-
ber of assumed direct detections and allow the reader to
make his/her own assessment of the number of true Neviii
direct detections in this sample. With the direct detection
components, ncomp ≤ 13, we explore the joint probability
combining with our agnostic stacking results and assess the
resultant constraints on the CDDF.
For the joint probability analysis of stacking and direct
detections we follow a variant of the procedure set out in
Section 4.3.1. For every allowed value of ncomp, we assess
the fraction of mock suites with ncomp components with
logNNe viii >13.7 in the entire path with S/N/pixel≥ 20,
and treat this as the probability that a sufficient number
of strong absorber be present for a particular trial CDDF.
We then use these remaining mock suites to determine
the probability of consistency with our agnostic stacking
measurements. The resultant two-step joint probability for
ncomp = 6 is shown in Figure 11. For each choice of ncomp
we can hence determine the maximum likelihood, and the
parameter combination of the CDDF that provides the op-
timal constraint under that scenario.
Figure 12 shows how the maximum likelihood varies
with ncomp (lower panel), and how the different choices for
ncomp affect the optimal parameters of the CDDF (middle
and upper panel). It is evident that demanding a higher
number ncomp of strong absorber components to be present
in the line list while maintaining a null detection during the
stacking analysis becomes increasingly improbable (despite
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the small numbers considered), and hence there is clear sta-
tistical tension between our stacking results and larger al-
lowed direct detection populations ( σ ≈ 2.5 for ncomp = 13).
The CDDF parameter combinations, however, which pick
out this maximum likelihood in each case are within 1σ
of each other, once the number of components ncomp > 8.
Specifically, the β of the CDDF is well converged, and the
rise in the normalisation log f13.7 from ncomp = 8 up to
maximum, ncomp = 13, is only marginal.
Our modelling does not take into account complex ve-
locity structures of components extended over sometimes
high velocities (see the extreme case described in Sec-
tion 4.3.1), which acts to boost the number of distinct com-
ponents observed to greater than the number of source sys-
tems. Hence we favour a refined sample of direct detection
components with only 1 component counted within 1500
km/s. This results in a favoured number ncomp = 6, (reflect-
ing additionally the merging of 3 components to 1 absorber
in the case of PG1148+549, along with similar complexes as
indicated in Table 2). For ncomp = 6, the best fitting CDDF
corresponds to β = −1.86+0.18−0.26 and log f13.7 = −13.99
+0.20
−0.23.
The pathlength density of Neviii absorbers given by the-
ses CDDFs for ncomp = 6 is dn/dz(z = 0.88) = 1.38+0.97−0.82.
Armed with a CDDF constraint and assuming a single
power-law, we can now provide a measurement of the cosmic
density of Neviii of
ΩNe viii(12.3 ≤ logN ≤ 15.0) = 2.2+1.6−1.2 × 10
−8. (9)
The upper integration limit for the column density (log
NNe viii ≤ 15.0 can be justified by the observational result
that no detected absorbers have be found with higher col-
umn densities, the lower limit reflects the detection limit of
our agnostic stacking method.
The favoured single power-law CDDF in our analysis is
given by a slope of β = −1.86, which leads to significant
Neviii mass in both the strong absorber regime and the
weak absorber regime, but the dominant contribution is in
the strong absorber regime. Specifically 59% of the Neviii
mass is found to reside in the interval 13.7 < logN ≤ 15,
while we infer that 41% resides in the weak absorber regime
12.3 < logN ≤ 13.7.
Given this Neviii density we can infer the cosmic
baryon density of the Neviii-bearing gas. Since the domi-
nant contribution to the Neviiimass arises in the strong ab-
sorber regime of direct detections, we take conditions typical
for direct detections in Table 2: a solar metallicity, ionisa-
tion fraction f(Neviii/Ne) = 0.13 (Gnat & Sternberg 2007)
reflecting a typical temperature of T = 5 × 105K . Assum-
ing a solar neon relative abundance of log10(nNe viii/nH)⊙ =
−3.91 (Anders & Grevesse 1989), and atomic weight µ=1.3
to account for He, we estimate a baryon mass of the Neviii-
bearing gas in our sample of
Ωb ∼ 1.8× 10
−3
×
0.13
fNeVIII/Ne
× (10[Ne/H])−1. (10)
While this constitutes only ∼ 4% of the cosmic baryon
budget Ωb = 0.04907 ± 0.0014 (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016), we note that the ionisation corrections, abundance
and metallicity uncertainties render this lower limit very in-
secure. Interestingly, Meiring et al. (2013) estimate a similar
baryon-density for their Neviii-bearing gas, based upon in-
Figure 11. The joint probability of consistency between a single
power-law column density distribution function of normalisation
f13.7 and slope β in light of observational constraints for our sam-
ple of spectra. The direct line constraint is allowed for by requiring
at least 6 components sufficiently strong for direct identification.
(For more details see text.)
Figure 12. Lower panel : The maximum joint probability of con-
sistency between a single power-law column density distribution
function of normalisation f13.7 and slope β as a function of requir-
ing a number ncomp of components sufficiently strong for direct
identification. This maximum likelihood is reached in each case
by the CDDF with normalisation f13.7 and slope β indicated in
the middle and upper panel.
ferences on the total hydrogen columns sampled by their
sightline towards PG1148+549.
5 DISCUSSION
In this paper we provide new measurements of Neviii
absorption at a median (mean) redshift zabs=0.63(0.88)
through agnostic stacking methods using archival COS spec-
tra and in combination with previous searches for Neviii
in the same sample of 26 high-quality COS spectra (which
found 6 such absorbers). These COS spectra were selected
only from programs not directed specifically towards sight-
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lines proximate to galaxies. Also they were selected purely
on redshift and signal-to-noise ratio; the presence or absence
of Neviii known detections did not play a role. Hence we
construct a fully random representative sample of potential
Neviii absorbing path.
We probe the population of weak Neviii absorbers (12.3
< log N ≤ 13.7), and the strong Neviii population (log
N≥13.7) separately by stacking the appropriate apparent
absorption strength. In order to interpret these measure-
ments we construct a forward modelling framework to test
the viability of Neviii model CDDFs. In the strong ab-
sorber regime (log N≥13.7), direct line detections are pos-
sible (though rare), but our methods provides a blind ap-
proach that also generates a constraint on the CDDF by
construction. It should be noted that our approach does not
provide lines to be studied individually e.g. for their ther-
mal/turbulent broadening properties. In both regimes we
find an informative null result for Neviii absorption.
This forward modelling framework also allows us to
combine our constraints on the CDDF from each probe,
and further to fold in known Neviii detections. Our sta-
tistical analysis allows us to place tight limits on the slope
and normalization of the Neviii CDDF, and thereby char-
acterise the whole population. This represents an advantage
over published direct individual detections of Neviii lines,
which may be drawn from unrepresentative subsets of the
available COS spectra (through incomplete publication of
sight-lines without detected Neviii or the use of sight-lines
especially selected for observation due to proximity to known
galaxies). Despite some detections of Neviii the community
has lacked any meaningful Neviii CDDF measurement, due
to the large uncertainty associated with small numbers and
the complexity of folding in analysis differences and uncer-
tain completeness (from both a potential lack of published
non-detections and spectroscopic noise or contamination).
We address these limitations by treating known detections
as a prior for our analysis that digest the small numbers in
question while making no assumptions about additional un-
detected lines present in the path. Key to this is the combi-
nation with our agnostic stacking methods and our forward
modelling framework.
We note that the large-scale clustering of Neviii evi-
dent in our analysis (see Section 4.3.1) is absent from our
forward modelling, which has potential consequences for our
measurement. Referring back to Fig. 5, the position at the
postulated wavelength of Neviiib (780A˚) is not a random
location in the agnostic stack. It is located ∼3900 km/s from
the potential Neviiia absorber selected. If the stacked ab-
sorber is indeed Neviiia, and given that Neviiia can be clus-
tered on scales >7500 km/s, there is an excess probability of
NeVIIIa contamination compared to a location in the spec-
trum far from any Neviiia. Whatever the functional form of
this probability distribution function, it should be, on aver-
age, a monotonically declining function with increasing line
of sight deviation from the selected excess NeVIIIa. As a
result, one need not be concerned about an absorption spike
mimicking NeVIIIb, but the PDF of contaminating absorp-
tion may be different in these portions of the spectra than
that of the ensemble average PDF illustrated in Fig 3. Since
our mock-making method generates contaminating absorp-
tion to fit that ensemble average PDF, our mocks may be
biased with respect to the measurement in the data.
Fig. 5 demonstrates that this potential systematic bias
is negligible with respect to our stochastic uncertainty. If
there were a significant large-scale trend in the Neviiia sig-
nal reflecting the autocorrelation of Neviiia, it would gen-
erate a monotonically increasing flux transmission with re-
spect to deviations from 770 A˚, this is not seen in either
stacking regime. Moreover, one can see by eye that the noise
fluctuations in the composite spectrum beyond 767-773 A˚
are larger than the deviation from 1 on all scales. Whatever
large-scale NeVIIIa signal is present in our stacking analysis
it is negligible on scales beyond ∼1300 km/s.
In this investigation we assume a single power-law
CDDF in scans of parameter space (and test published com-
plex CDDFs predicted from hydro simulations - see below).
More complex forms of the CDDF may be parametrised
in the forward modelling but are unconstrained by current
measurements. We are able to measure the cosmic density
of Neviii in our entire column density range 12.3 < log N
≤ 15, assuming a single power-law CDDF. A tension be-
tween direct detections and our agnostic stacking method
is evident but there is no motivation to appeal to a broken
power-law CDDF since the tension is driven by the stacking
in the same strong absorber regime (log N = 13.7) as the
direct detections. It should be noted though that, since we
do not consider any detections in weak absorber regime, a
flattening of the CDDF slope at log N < 13.7 cannot be
ruled out and would lead to a lower quoted ΩNe viii.
Note that additional Neviii systems have been found
outside of our sample (HE0226-4110, Savage et al. (2005,
2011) with FUSE/STIS, and 3C263 at zabs = 0.326
Narayanan et al. (2009, 2012). The incidence rate of Neviii
absorbers per spectrum in these spectra is consistent with
our findings (i.e. one per spectrum), but in absence of the
statistics of unpublished spectra without Neviii detections
we are unable to ascertain whether this additional sample as
a whole is consistent. The only known exceptional sightline
is PG1148+549 (Meiring et al. 2013). PG1148+549 is in fact
part of our sample, and it shows 3 absorbers in one sightline.
We have demonstrated that this spectrum is not consistent
with the Neviii population in the rest of our sample with
0.024% confidence.
It is informative to test predicted Neviii popula-
tions derived from hydro simulations using our analy-
sis. The extremely steep slope found in the models by
(Tepper-Garc´ıa et al. 2013) (β = −2.9) in combination with
the high observed dN/dz at higher column density can be
ruled out completely on the grounds that such a population
of weak Neviii absorbers would vastly overproduce the total
absorption seen in the data. Thus, either the slope has to be
much shallower, or the normalisation smaller by almost two
orders of magnitude. In this regard, a comparison with the
CDDF of Rahmati et al. (2016) derived from the EAGLE
simulations (Fig. 7) is more encouraging. If we compare the
CDDF predicted by Rahmati et al. (2016) for their outputs
at redshifts z = 1.0 and z = 0.0 with our constraints from
stacking only, we find that too much Neviii is produced,
and the model is disfavoured at 0.8σ and 1.3σ confidence
level respectively. Hence our null result from stacking only
is in mild tension with their estimate for the Neviii CDDF.
We can compare the Rahmati et al. (2016) Neviii pre-
diction with our combined analysis of all Neviii (both stack-
ing and direct) detections, generating 2.2σ tension for the
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z = 1.0 output and 2.7σ tension for the z = 0.0 output.
This tension directly translates into a similar tension for
the best estimate of the cosmological mass density, while
the CDDF of Rahmati et al. (2016) results in a density of
ΩNe viii(z = 0.7) ∼ 6.6 × 10
−8 over 12.3 ≤ logN ≤ 15.0 (see
their figure 5, adjusted to our different column density lim-
its), our best CDDF constraint leads to ΩNe viii(z = 0.7) ∼
(2.08+1.60−1.20) × 10
−8 (see Figure 9). While the data do not
demand sophisticated forms for the CDDF in blind scans
of parameter space, it is a trivial matter to re-apply this
analysis to future predicted Neviii populations.
Rahmati et al. (2016) argue that the broad agree-
ment of their EAGLE simulations with metal measure-
ments indicates that the simulations are giving a real-
istic metal production rate from stellar feedback.It is,
however, noteworthy that these and other simulations (
e.g. Hummels et al. 2013; Ford et al. 2016) lack Ovi in
circumgalactic medium regions compared to observations
at z < 1 (Danforth & Shull 2008; Thom & Chen 2008;
Tumlinson et al. 2011; Shull et al. 2014). Flickering active
galactic nuclei boost the Ovi mass (Oppenheimer et al.
2017), but this correction is likely to exacerbate the ten-
sion with our results by generating additional Neviii, since
the boost is not exclusively connected to increased photoion-
ization but also collisional ionization. Under the assumption
of unchanged relative abundance between neon and oxygen,
a picture may be emerging where temperatures are generi-
cally over-estimated, since a decrease in temperature would
simultaneously generate less Neviii and generate more Ovi.
This picture is consistent with our low estimate of the cosmic
density of Nevii-bearing gas. We stress that despite this low
estimate of the cosmic density of Nevii-bearing gas, there
is scope for further WHIM gas at low metallicities and/or
at higher and lower temperatures compared to the Neviii
tracing range (4× 105K < T < 1.5× 106K).
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a statistical method to search for the
populations of weak doublet absorbers in the intergalactic
medium that relaxes the requirement that absorbers be se-
curely identified. We dub this method ‘agnostic stacking’. In
order to characterise the absorber population as a whole, our
method is combined with an end-to-end mock analysis test-
ing trial absorber populations in light of our measurements
and previously identified systems in the literature.
Utilising our stacking and modelling analysis for a set
of 26 high-quality COS spectra towards quasars at redshifts
z>0.7, we aim to detect the signal of Neviii absorbers. We
arrive at the following results for Neviii absorption with
median(mean) redshift zabs=0.63(0.88):
(i) We find a non-detection of both the weak Neviii ab-
sorber population (12.3 < logN ≤ 13.7), and those with
column densities sufficient for direct detection methods (log
N> 13.7) and place tight limits on the slope and normaliza-
tion of the CDDF for such absorbers.
(ii) Combining the results of both search regimes, we are
able to place the tightest limits thus far on the Neviii ab-
sorber population over the full range of column densities
accessible to our study (12.3 < logN ≤15.0). In section
4.1, we provide an analytic fit to these limits, which are
in mild tension with recent predictions from simulations
(Rahmati et al. 2016). We also find that there is a 0.024%
probability that the three absorbers along the sightline to
PG1148+549 arise at this low velocity separation by chance.
(iii) We further combined our constraints from stacking
with the 13 securely identified strong (log NNeviii ≥ 13.7)
Neviii components in the literature for our spectroscopic
sample, noting that there is only a 1% probability that
all 13 of these are consistent with our stacking measure-
ment. We favour instead an accounting of the 6 underlying
systems associated with these components, for which there
is a 4.6 % probability in light of our stacking constraint.
This best fitting model associated with this peak proba-
bility is a single power-law CDDF with slope and normal-
isation, β = −1.86+0.18−0.26 and log f13.7 = −13.99
+0.20
−0.23. The
optimally constrained combination of these parameters is
(−β0.08)× (− log f13.7)
0.92=11.90±0.29. This leads to a ab-
sorber line number density of dn/dz(z = 0.88) = 1.38+0.97−0.82.
(iv) The predicted column density distribution function
of Rahmati et al. (2016) is ruled out at between 2.2σ and
2.7σ (depending on the output redshift used) due to the
excess intergalactic Neviii produced in their simulations.
(v) This column density distribution function can be
translated into limits on the cosmological mass density of
Neviii, ΩNe viii(z = 0.7, 12.3 < logN < 15.0) = 2.2+1.6−1.2 ×
10−8. This is a factor of three lower than the cosmic density
in simulations (Rahmati et al. 2016), and an order of magni-
tude below the value derived by Meiring et al. (2013) based
on their detection of three absorbers along the sightline to
PG1148+549. Taking the typical properties of directly de-
tected Neviii lines we estimate the cosmic baryon density
associated with the Neviii-bearing gas of Ωb ≈ 1.8 × 10
−3,
representing 4% of the total baryon density.
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APPENDIX A: ERROR ESTIMATE IN THE
COMPOSITE SPECTRA
The following describes how we estimate the error estimate
in the composites at the Neviiib position. For a subset of
composites, we have looked at four different ways to charac-
terise the noise. First, since there is an absence of absorption
features close to Neviiib, we examine the flux distribution
in the stack over an interval of ±20 pixels. The error of the
mean is one measure of the noise. Additionally, we have fit-
ted this distribution of flux values with a simple Gaussian,
and can take the width of the fitted curve as another mea-
sure of the noise. Thirdly, we compute the expected noise
at the Neviiib pixel by adding in quadrature the known
noise from each spectrum going into the composite. Lastly,
we have also estimated the error by a boot-strap method, in
which we constructed different versions of the composite by
adding whole spectra (rather than boot-strapping over each
pixel’s flux distribution). It turns out that all of these four
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measures yield virtually the same level of noise. Hence, for
the rest of the analysis, we take the boot-strap error as our
noise estimate σc in the composite.
APPENDIX B: UPPER LIMITS TO THE Ne viii
ABSORBERS FROM MOCKS ALONE
In Section 4.1 and Figure 8 we refer to an upper limit on the
Neviii population that can be derived without even stacking
the real data, but simply by assessing the amount of addi-
tional absorption that is needed in the mock data sets, and
comparing this with an estimate that we can obtain from
the data themselves in windows deemed from of Neviii ab-
sorption. Here we detail how this limit is derived. During
the construction of the mock data, for each choice of the
Neviii absorber population, an additional contribution to
the absorption caused by uncorrelated absorbers has to be
added. If we compare this additional component with the
amount of absorption present already without Neviii in the
data, and find it too low, we can conclude that the Neviii
component for this model is producing too much absorption.
The metric we have chosen here is the mean flux decrement,
caused by absorption in all pixels above the flux level we
used in order to fit the pixel flux distribution when creating
the mocks (F≥ 0.65, as detailed in Section 3.1.). We can
estimate the mean flux decrement caused by non-Neviii ab-
sorption by choosing regions in our spectra that are both free
of Neviii and sufficiently close in redshift and actual wave-
length (such that neither redshift evolution effects nor other
possible variations (e.g. changes in S/N for different parts
of the spectra, or abundance of Lyman series absorbers) are
negligible). Here we have chosen to sample in each spectrum
the region that corresponds to the restframe wavelengths
785.0 A˚≤ λ ≤840.0 A˚ of the putative absorber with the
highest possible Neviiiaredshift, which is dictated by the
individual emission redshift of each QSO and the choice of
velocity separation. Once we have this mean flux decrement
estimate, FDr, and its error in our hands, we compare it to
the mean flux decrement caused by the additional absorbers
in the mock, FDm. When FDm + 1σ ≤ FDr - 1σ, we rule
out the specific model for Neviii which thus required too
little additional absorption to agree with the data. This is
what is represented by the thick black line in Figure 10.
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